The Coronation
wore a long velvet coat the colour of the sky, embroidered with
pearls and other gems. On his head was a white fillet and in his
ears glowed the famous ruby ear-rings which his grandfather had
taken from the King of Pegu, each of them as large as a bantam's
egg. On the steps of the throne were the so-called twelve kings,
arranged in two rows, each with his crown and sceptre. Behind it
were two ladies-in-waiting in fabulous gowns who took turns to
fan. It was a well-calculated tableau. But etiquette forbade the
guests to look at it. They had to remain face downwards and in
dead silence.
The ceremony began by an announcement made by some
ecclesiastic, perhaps the Royal Chaplain. He was on a dais to one
side and declared that the placing of the crown upon the King's
head would not take place in the hall but in the Shitthaung
Pagoda, situated half a mile outside the palace-city. There the
Shitthaung Hpongri, the head of the Order, would crown and
bless him. After this declaration he pronounced a panegyric.
It is unlikely that Manrique understood Court Arakanese, a style
of speaking most elaborate and ornate, sufficiently well to follow
very precisely what was said. But what he did catch was the main
point. The chaplain was comparing the King to a saint or saviour.
His Majesty was destined to become a Buddha. When he obtained
omniscience he would be Lord of the World, All the kings of the
earth would come bearing presents. Like the twelve kings now on
then* knees, these others would kneel and surrender their crowns,
until he saw fit to crown them again. Then as a saviour his light
would shine over the world. For all mankind would dawn the new
age, when suffering, injustice, the oppression of the strong, would
come to an end, and compassion reign.
The Chaplain was an orator and expressed himself with extra-
ordinary felicity and grace. Manrique listened to him with con-
tempt, but could not help noticing the King's earnest attention.
He sat motionless, never seemed to wink an eye, though the dis-
course lasted a full hour 5 seemed fallen into trance, as if to hear
expounded his dearest dream in such a wealth of words had rapt
him away already to paradise.
When the Chaplain ceased, the curtain was drawn across the
window, signifying that that part of the ceremony was at an end.
The second part was the procession to the Shitthaung or Eighty
Thousand Pagoda, so called, perhaps, on account of the very large
number of images it contained. It had been built a hundred years
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